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At first AAUP meeting:

Tenure policy slammed;'unjust, incompetent'
By BOB HOLLBACK
Staff Writer
"There are two or three Instances in which people did not
get tenure tor reasons that I felt
were unjust, and not based on

professional competence," said
Dr. David Newman, professor of
chemistry, at the first meeting of
the Bowling Green Chapter of the
American Association of University Professors.

Other questions discussed at
last Thursday's meeting centered
around faculty-administration relations, and examination of the
relationship of the older faculty
to the more recent members,
A five-member panel made up

of Dr. George Herman, professor
of speech; Dr. James Graham,
professor of history; Dr. David
Newman, professor of chemistry;
Dr. Maurice Mandell, professor of
marketing; and Dr. Karl Schurr,
professor of biology.

TheBG
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Code contains
court provision
By BILL MOES
Issue Editor
(Editor's Note: This capsule summary of the provisions the Student
Code contains was written after a thorough study of the 50-page
document by Bill Moes, Issue Editor.)
A change In the University court system, reflecting guaranteed due
process of law for students, Is the major Innovation of the proposed
Student Code.
Because the President's Advisory Council did not recommend its
adoption, the University's Board of Trustees has taken no formal
action on the Code. The administration of student affairs will, however, still be regulated by the rules the Code contains.
DUE PROCESS
The due process of law system Is, according to University President William T. Jerome rri, the only real change from regulations
formerly governing students.
The proposed Code guarantees that any charge against a student
or faculty member will be "under a stated rule or regulation properly
promulgated."
The "right to be heard In any adversary proceeding and to present
testimony" Is also guaranteed.
After Judicial proceedings have taken place In the lower courts,
the accused shall have "the right to appeal to a higher body or authority
of a different composition from the Initial authority."
PROCEEDINGS
Anyone possessing knowledge of facts believed to constitute a violation of the Code, shall report these facts to the Office of Standards and
Procedures (OSP) for preliminary review.
The case may be disposed of through a counseling Interview between
the accused student and the appropriate personnel dean. The accused
can, however, request trial by an appropriate Judicial body.
Any case originating with the Judicial Boards of IFC, PanheL. Men's
or Women's Residence Halls or AWS can be appealed to the OSP for
review and Judgment The case can further by appealed to the University
Appeals Board.
Those cases heard first In Traffic Court, "may be appealed to the
Student Court Initially and then to the Board of Appeals."
Should a case originate In the Student Court, It will be appealable
to the Board of Appeals.
Additional review In all cases will rest with the Vice President of
Student Affairs and finally with the President of the University.
OSP POLICY
The proposed Code states that "it is the responsibility of the University to maintain ... an atmosphere that is conducive to the pursuit
of Its total educational mission."
To reach these goals, "certain rules, regulations and policies"
must be established.
"Those persons who voluntarily make themselves a part of this
University community share that responsibility," the proposed Code
states.
When there is probable cause that a student has violated a municipal,
state or federal code, the case may be referred to the Office of the
Vice President of Student Affairs and he may refer it to an appropriate
outside agency for handling.
The student may be suspended "until the allegation is cleared or
prosecuted to the satisfaction of the courts."
This suspension will take place to maintain "an atmosphere conducive to our educational mission."
If the student Is found guilty of a felony and all appeals have been
exhausted, he will be dismissed from the University.
CAMPUS DEMONSTRATIONS
The proposed Code guarantees University students "the right to
demonstrate at any authorised University function as long as they do
not Interfere with the planned schedule of events."
In the event of a disturbance, all persons who do not disperse In an
orderly manner upon the request of the person In charge or a University official, will be "subject to University discipline."
The Code gives University security officers the right to carry cameras to record campus disturbances. However, "only those committing or threatening to commit a breach of civil or criminal law
may be subject to photographing directed at them ..."
OTHER REGULATIONS
The proposed Student Code Incorporates many other regulations that
already govern students.
These Include regulations covering academic honesty, the University
housing policy, student health care and traffic court Jurisdiction.

LOOKING FOR VOTES - Third party Presidential candidate
George Wallace visited Toledo Thursday in quest of voter support in the upcoming election. See pages five thru eight for details. (Photo by Tim Culek)

Supreme Court
rules on ballots
(AP) - The Supreme Court
opened an election-year term Monday with Earl Warren back as chief
Justice and heard a plea aimed
at boosting the presidential
chances of George C. Wallace.
The court waded directly Into
election fights, ruling in three
cases and hearing a lawyer for
Wallace argue that Ohio should be
forced to place his name on the
presidential ballot for the Nov.
5 election.
The justices were 20 minutes
late in convening. The delay was
caused by a private conference
that led to these three rulings:
1. Virginia's Conservative party
cannot force Wallace to run as
its candidate In the state. He will
be listed only on the American
Independent party line.
2. Supporters of Sen. Eugene
J. McCarthy, D-Minn., for president, cannot force California this
close to election day to put his
name on the ballot.
3. California, similarly, will
not be ordered to place on the
ballot Leroy Eldrldge Cleaver,
a Black Panther and presidential

Council's forum
set for 4 p.m.
The Student Council sponsored
Open Forum will be held today at
4 p.m. on the front steps of
Williams Hall, weather permitting.
In case of rain, those students
Interested will meet in the forum
on the bottom floor of the Student
Services Building.
Students will read their own
poetry and poems by other writers.
Dr. Frederick Eckman will read,
and Dr. William O. Relchert will
speak.
A period of questions and answers
will, follow the readings. The
Forum Is open to all.

candidate of the Peace and Freedom party.
The court does not generally
hold hearings on opening day, but
granted one to Wallace's attorneys because thousnads of new
ballots would have to be distributed
and voting machines reprogramed
if he wins ballot status.
If the court rules for Wallacethe decision is expected by next
Monday-It will mean that he will
be on the ballot In all 50 states.

Dr. Newman said that he felt
there Is a lack of protection provided by the AAUP for the faculty which does not have tenure.
Dr. Mandel then pointed out
the Improvement the university has
made concerning tenure. He expressed the belief that "...tenure
Is being used to evaluate the professional competence of the faculty."
The topic soon switched to the
Faculty Code and the Student Code.
Dr. Schurr maintained that the faculty code was not written by the
faculty.
Injustices between the Faculty
and the Student Codes were pointed out. A report was made that
a special faculty committee was
to meet soon with members of
Student Council concerning the Student Code.
A question arose later on the
action the AAUP was going to take
before the code "gets rammed
down our throats." However, no
definite action was taken.
Discussion next swung to money
and resources in general. Among
the problems mentioned were a
lack of monetary support from the
state, inequity of teaching loads as
compared with other state university loads, and how the faculty can
Influence how money Is distributed
here.
"The lack of resources is a
problem of every growing university," Dr. Mandel stated. Until
the state of Ohio gives more to
Its schools, we are going to be
faced with this problem."
Improvement of the university,
and the advancement of the position of the faculty was next discussed.
"The new faculty is not interested In how far the University
has come, but how far we have
got to go tomorrow," Dr. Graham
slad.
Dr. Mandell attempted to keep
the outlook optimistic citing the
new faculty members are going to
be making the discussions in the
next few years, and they shouldn't
get an early pessimistic view.
"One positive step is to make
sure things don't happen without
the faculty having a voice in it,"
warned Dr. Schurr. You have to
fight for a voice here all the time."
Mainly for the benefit of new
faculty members, the panel sought
to describe the student body. "Conservative, apathetic and disinterested were the three adjectives
most frequently used.
On the other hand, the student
leadership was commended.
"Marvelously responsible" were
the words used by Dr. Schurr.
Summary remarks dealt with
academic freedom and a restatement of the problems for a growing university.

Frosh orientation criticized
By JOHN URBANCIK
Staff Writer
"Just too many facts from generally everybody, and they Just
didn't sink in," was what Edward
J. Arrlghi, freshman In Liberal
Arts and a Rodgers Quadrangle
resident, had to say about the
freshman orientation program.
He went on to say, "They don't
have the time to give you the Information you need."
Steve F. Loss, freshman, and a
resident of Rodgers, commented
that "This University should have
a big-sister, big-brother system
like they have in the New York
State universities and colleges.
There you are better oriented to
the campus and the campus life
because It is done on an individual basis. You get a big-brother
or a big-sister while you are
still In high school; and they are
the ones who Invite you to the
campus and show you around and
tell you about college life."
When asked about the speeches
that they heard from the President
of the University and from the
Deans, Loss answered, "I didn't
really learn anything about the
people and probably the main cause
of this was that they probably didn't
make their own speeches."
"I don't think we really needed

this part of the orientation," said
Arrlghi.
"But when the President of the
student body spoke he had something to say. He was trying to sell
something—at lease he made us
form an opinion," said Loss.
As for the book, "The Fire Next
Time," by James Baldwin, Arrlghi
commented that, "It had a lot of
facts which were probably true but
we didn't get much out of It because we really haven't been exposed to the racial unrest."
Loss said, "All we really know
about It is what we read In the newspaper and that's usually a little out
of proportion."
Both Loss and Arrlghi felt that
the section leaders were trying to
be friendly and help them.
"Bruce D. Roloff, also a resident
of Rodgers, said that, "The section leaders' primary purpose was
to And rushees and this may have
been a reason for their friendliness—but they didn't try to get us
to rush during the program."
Laralne I. Walkup, senior In Education and chairman for the orientation program, said, "The orientation program at Bowling Green
Is more organized than at the other
Ohio state colleges and universities; and for a large university ours
Is quite good."
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Student Council has just put into effect another measure intended to increase student contact with their representatives - "action line."
"Action line" is a telephone line into the Student Activities
Office, which may be used by students who have questions,
opinions or complaints to register.
The line will be divided into three areas: Student Government
Information, Student Assistance Board and Academic Reference
Board.
Student Government Information will be for students who have
general questions about events or government. Opinions about
student government will also be registered through the information line.
If a student wants to file a complaint in the non-academic
area, he can use the Student Assistance Board. The way it is
set up now, representatives will contact the person who has
made the complaint within 24 hours after he has called.
The Academic Reference Board will concentrate in the area
of academic affairs, registering, investigating and filing complaints against professors and their practices in the classroom.
Theoretically, "action line" will perform the services of an
ombudsman, an office created in the Scandanavian countries for
citizens to have complaints processed without going through all
the red tape of bure aucracy.
"Action line" is an important step in the right direction by
Student
Council. If it works as planned, many of the frustrations of daily campus life could be alleviated.
The onlv possible hang-up we can see in this experiment is
that Student Council members only will handle the compluints.
If the volume of complaints is large enough, the members won't
have the time to handle all the complaints.
If this problem arises, Student Council should consider integrating this service into the Student Activities Organization,
with students chosen to work specifically on "action line" all
year.
Much hard work has been put into this project by the student
body leadership, and we hope this idea becomes an institution
ut Bowling Green.

Don't elect Wallace
One of the most unusual phenomena ever seen on the American
political scene is making itself felt this year. It is the backlash
candidacy of George C. Wallace, former governor of \I.ili.im.i.
Mr. Wallace, who is probably the most obnoxious demagogue
since Sen. Joe McCarthy, has succeeded in conjuring up the
darkest side of the American spirit.
Mr. Wallace is the man who, when he lost his first election,
said, "I ain't going to be out-niggercd anymore."
He is the man who, in his inaugural address as governor of
Vlabama, called for "segregation forever."
lie is the man who stood in the door to the University of Alabama to prevent two Negro students from enrolling.
And he is the man who subverted the Alabama constitution by
having his wife run for governor when he was inelegible for
another term.
Mr. Wallace's message is racism, lie says he is not a racist,
but his speeches are a cover-up for his real propoSliS, When he
says he will return the school systems of the country to local
authorities, he means school segregation will be reinstiluted in
in the .South and wherever else il is desired.
When he says he will establish law and order in America, he
means he will outlaw dissent.
When lie says he will give America a strong foreign policy,
he means he will involve the United States in endless wars to
"slop the spread of godless communism."
One does not solve the problems of this country by running
over people with his car. or throwing bureaucrats' briefcases
in the Potomac River or placing a policeman on every street
corner.
The News feels pulling George Wallace in the White House
would be among the greatest mistakes America ever made.
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The ivy is still green
By DAVE ADAMS
Student Columnist

For those of us wishing to pursue our education
In peace and quiet, as Is traditional at BG, campus
security Is becoming Increasingly more Important.
It should be a great relief to all to know that the
administration has not been Idle In facing the threat
of subversion here.
Many students were disturbed last spring when It
seemed the administration was caught off guard by
the fracas surrounding the President's Review.
Note: Contrary to the view of many freshmen this
Is not the occasion when the president tours the
campus In his gilded robes with the students giving
either thumbs up or thumbs down to the man. This
notion apparently comes from a long extinct tradition whereupon If the student reaction was negative
the president was Immediately bound and thrown
Into the "Poor Duce", or as It has been corrupted
by the vernacular, the "Poe Ditch".
From the fragments of ancient lore I have pieced
together It seems that the purpose of this tradition
was to protect the students from tyranny. However,
as new presidents ascended (descended If you believe
in divine-right) they found it to their advantage to
modify the University with power slowly removed
from the students, until over the centuries evolved
our present stable, and efficient administration.

Biased historians have labeled thi» "creeping autocracy" but they are all known kooks.
Be not afraid fellow students for those days are
long past and as I have said the present administration
has taken adequate steps to protect us.
A highly placed source In the security dept revealed
some of these preparations to me. One of the basic
organizational changes was to hire civilian ticketwriters In order to free the elite corps of the force
for more serious duties. Some malcontents have
labeled these people "outside agitators" but I would
like to make clear that they are Indeed employed
by the University.
Each member of the security force was sent to
Chicago for two weeks training In crowd control.
A movie entitled "What Skulls do They Crack?"
Is being produced to point out the un-American
trait of student dissidents. A civilian militia, first
used during last spring's disorder, Is being expanded
and held In readiness.
If that Is not enough to allay your fears, take heartl |
Still In the planning stage are listening devices for:
ID cards and (shudder!) the ultimate weapon; an I
electrically charged, sawtoothed billy club with small
Jet sprays of mace In the end.
Yes, we may all sleep securely tonight with the
Campus Security Force on the alert. Is that perfectly clear?

Letters to the editor
Who lost?
Thursday, October 10, saw
WBGU-TV sponsor Chicago's version of the disturbances In that
city during the recent Democratic
Convention, followed by a live discussion of the film. The students who attended should be commended by all for showing enough
Interest to appear.
Presumably the local and BGSU
police were too Involved In maintaining law and order In Bowling
Green to respond to their Invitations. By all means law and
order should come first, but it
did tend to make the discussion
somewhat one-sided. Although it
Is said that 75% of the American
people sided with the police, none
appeared at the program to explain their view.
One of the topics reviewed was
the question of the loser. Who was
the loser In Chicago? If one Judges from the point of bashed heads,
then the protestors undoubtedly
lost. But the protesters did succeed in weakening the Chicago
power structure represented by
Mayor Richard Daley, and they did
weaken what some call the Death
Party. Each side shared victory
and defeat.
The peace plank on the war In
Viet Nam was defeated. The doves
lost, but gained sufficient strength
to put them In a leading position should the party lose In November. Theirs was not a total
loss.
Eugene McCarthy certainly
wasn't successful In his bid for
the nomination, yet he too solidified support for his position and
succeeded in awakening many
people, notably the young, giving
them an unprecedented Interest in
politics. His, too, was not a total loss.
Vice-president Hubert Humph-

rey secured the nomination, but
at a price that prevents him from
being the winner at Chicago.
None of the above suffered a
total defeat, yet there was a total loser. One of the most startling comments was that of a Chlcagoan who was an observer at
the demonstrations. He admitted
that he "had no right to be there."
That makes him the loser, along
with everyone else who "had no
right to be there."
For when dissent must be accompanied by violence, when dissent must be met by violence, and
when the confrontation of these
violent forces means that people
"have no right to be there", then
it matters not who wins. The
people have suffered the total defeat. It makes no difference who
was responsible for the violence.
The point Is, the violence was
there, and that makes losers of
us all. The city of Chicago asked
of the protestors, "What trees do
they plant?". The Issue is not
what trees have been planted, but
what trees have been torn down?
Richard Schager
421 Conklln

sity administration, the "power
elite," or Just anyone? Am I
a part of the establishment because I don't know what "establishment" means. Who are the
"slaves," what are the "institutions," who are the "pigs'"?
Perhaps he believes that these
allusions (illusions?) are clear in
everyone's minds. Or perhaps
the Column was meant to entertain us. The number of puns,
sensationalisms, and polysyllabic
words suggest this.
But whatever his purpose Roger
Schmidt failed.
If his purpose was to impress,
he reached only the very naive.
If his purpose was to communicate an idea, only a person who
thought Just like Roger Schmidt
would understand his unexplained
concepts. If he meant to be hu- [
morous he was in poor taste,
because poor journalism, event-!
ually Isn't funny anymore, it Just
plain stinks.
David Fero
Slema Nu

Beware'
Column baffles
In reference to your ad in the
paper asking for columnists, I
would like to remark that you sure
as heck need a few, replacements
that Is. Perhaps it was just beginner's luck but Roger Schmidt
In his column "Declaration of
War" succeeded in baffling me
as to the meaning of several of
his terns and the column in general.
General Is the word, or perhaps
vague would be better.
Who is the "Establishment"?
Is it the National government ,
the state government, the univer-

During my employment with the
organization that runs the concession stands at our home football |
games, it was brought to my attention that hot dogs and popcorn |
not sold at previous games were
kept In the same warmers and
sold a week later. Not only do I
I feel this is unethical, but un-1
healthy.
So when you hear a little fel-1
low yelling, "Popcorn here" orl
"Hot Dogs here"-beware, they|
may have been there before.
Toni Cotopollsl
31B Palmer St.l
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Now you can buy Black Label® beer in a keg one man can handle.
A new 12-ounce reward, made for any time you feel you've earned one.
We call it the new, improved victory celebration.

MttQrSifr

©Carling Brewing Company, Cleveland, O., 1968.
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ALLE'S
CSSBLULS

The loafers that hang out at Lasalle's
Cobbler's Corner don't miss a trick
on their fashion homework. They're
the shoes that are hip to pant suits
and wild hose, have the latest scoop
chunky heels and the benchmade
look. Every one's an individualist
waiting to help you do your own fashion
thing. See them now at Lasalle's.
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George Wallace—In Toledo
He stands just five feet, seven inches.
But

look out across the horizon of American politics in

the year nineteen hundred sixty eight and his is the tallest,
most fearsome shadow cast.
With hate and with fear, George Corley Wallace has carved his ideals into the minds of countless "Americans." He
has turned the tide of progressive, open minded change in
these United States to the self destructive policies of unreasonable suppression, unthinking oppression.
His

Thursday visit to Toledo

was met by

News Editor

Tom Hine und Photo Editor Tim Culek.
Their account covers the following four pages.

stories l>> ihomas <l. hine:
photographs U\ timothy a. culek

SS
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Wallace promises 'sanity' Nov. 5th
In Maumee speech
MAUMEE-- It was all here
Thursday night—every thing you've
read, seen or heard about the campaign of George Wallace was on
hand as the third party candidate
addressed some 8,000 at the Lucas
County Recreation Center.

were the protestors. The chants
said "Bigot Go Home" and the
signs read "Wallace Is soft on
Faclsm." They numbered perhaps
150, and, needless to say, were not
warmly welcomed.

The pro-Wallace people were
there to hear their leader hammer
home the now-famlllar lines that
have made him the most feared
threat to the two major U.S. parties
In history. The applause proved
the crowd to be with him on anything
from his law and order pitch to his
Vietnam stand, and offers futher
credence to those who claim
Wallace may carry Ohio In the
November elections.

But the main attraction was
George Corley Wallace himself.

On the other side of

the coin

Peeking out from behind his
lead-lined podium situated In short
center field at the Toledo Mud
Hen home field, the Alabaman
reiterated his teachings In a speech
lasting 35 minutes.
If the general Idea In politics
today Is "Tell It like It is," then
Wallace did the next best thing by
"Telling them what they want to
hear."

He parried occasslonally—and
successfully--with his hecklers.
They Interrupted frequently and
Wallace always had something to
say to arouse the approval of his
majority.
"These anarchists had better
have their day now, cause they're
through come Nov. 5," he said at
one point, and moments later told
the demonstrators "Everytlme I
run Into you kind of people I pick
UD half a million votes."
But when he wasn't discussing
his enemies, Wallace lit into topics
like gun registration (promising to
veto any such bill, since the result
would be "All ofOhlogettlngoverrun by burglars'') and bussing
school children.
He said that
when he became president "not
one dime of your tax money will
be spent on bussing," a proposal
enthusiastically endorsed by the
audience.
Turning to American problems
In Vietnam, Wallace maintained
that students and professors who
support the Vletcong are "traitors,
not dissenters. The average citizen knows that professors who call
for a Communist victory should
be tried for treason," he said, and
promised that his attorney general
would seek Indictments against

Viewing the crowd

those professors supporting Ho
Chi Mlnh.
In the area of foreign policy, the
former Alabama governor said that
though we may not like It "we are
commited In Vietnam" and that we
must seek an honorable solution to
the war.
Wallace suggested the United
States demand its allies to Join
us In fighting the Communists
under threat of ourcalllng due the
loans granted to them following
World War Two. Should the negotiations currently being carried
on In Paris break down, "we must
find a military solution" to the
war, commented Wallace.
His Vice-Presidential nominee,
Gen. Curtis E. LeMay, has brought
the prospect of using nuclear weapons In the war to light, though he
did not speak in Maumee.
Earlier In Pittsburgh, LeMay
said America has "aphobia" about
atomic weapons, and that he considers them "Just another weapon
in the arsenal." He said In some
situations It might be efflcent to
use them, but doesn't think them
necessary to Vietnam presently.
At speech's end, Wallace promised that with the help of the people
of America, his America Independent Party "can shake the
eyeteeth of the two parties and
restoresanlty to this country on
Nov. 5."

Vice Presidential candidate
Curtis E. LeMay

At the podium

And for the disciple:
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Charlie Stone the salesman
buttonholes Wallace's tactics
souvenir seller
gets grief
Charlie Stone leaned his heavy,
blue-sweatered arms on top his
sandwich board and discussed the
situation.
It seems that for the past 32
years, Charlie Stone has been selling buttons. On this particular
afternoon he was hawking the
wares of George C. Wallace (Git
yer big Wallace buttons, yer big
Wallace hats—they're only a buck.
Git -em now") but In other times
he's passed along FDR trlnkett
souvenirs from the Capitol Building and plenty more.
"I've covered 'em all," he was
saying proudly. "The Kennedys,
Truman, Ike, Humphrey. Why Just
two weeks ago In Cleveland Dick
Nixon got off a plane and said
'Hlya, Charlie.' They all know me.
I've covered 'em all."

The Angry Man -- George C. Wallace
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f Wallace, a meeting

1

But standing In the cold outside
the runway at Toledo Airport,
Charlie Stone didn't want to talk
about the last 32 years.
He was talking about today.
Charlie's problem, you see, was
In the area of selling things concerning Mr. Wallace.
"Everytlme I set my stuff up
to sell before a Wallace appearance things go okay until this Dick
Smith guy (one of Wallace's personal aides) arrives. He tells
me he don't want me selling Wallace stuff. He says I cut In to
his profits and that I got no right
to sell Wallace stuff'cause they're
the only ones that can."
Charlie said his worst experience with Dick Smith came a short
while back In Flint, Mich., although
he's had several run-ins before.
"Boy oh boy," recalled Charlie.
"He (Smith) really got rough with
me up there. He threatened me,
he pushed me--musta thought he
was a cop or something."
Well, despite the harassment,
Charlie Stone Isn't going to discontinue selling Wallace buttons
("Darn right I'm not. This Is
America, right?") and even has
nice things to say about George
himself.
"I like Mr. Wallace. He seems
like a nice guy and I can see that
he might need money for his
campaign," Charlie said. "I

Charlie Stone

mean, Just the people going around
with him probably cost plenty.
He's got five or six blondes on
the plane with him all the time
and I know it's costing him. So
I ain't really mad that he wants
money.
"But," added Charlie, "I don't
think his men should push around
the working man like this. Why,
If this is the way they act BEFORE
the election, Just Imagine afterwards. They'd only let you buy
their kind of cars, their kind of
refrigerators and they'd throw
people in the clink for selling other
brands." ■
Does that mean he Isn't going
to vote for George C. Wallace
for President?
Charlie Stone looked up from
under his red, white and blue Wallace hat, leaned more heavily on
the board with dozens of red,white
and blue "Stand Up For America"
buttons, glanced for Just a moment
to the "It's Wallace In '68" tag
on his blue sweater, and grinned.
"Nope. I'm a Humphrey man."
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No middle-ground in Wallace's campaign
At least one time-honored tradition of American politics—the
comfortable mlddle-of-the road
position assumed by many concerning anything controversial—Is
out the window here In 1968.
The candidacy of George Wal-

lace Is not the type Issue on which
people refuse to take a stand.
It's either love him or hate him
and there seems to be little room
for those straddling the fence.
It was all In evidence last Thursday at Toledo Airport. Both sides

of the coin (perhaps 300 strong)
were on hand to greet the exAlabama governor.
Pressed closest the fence were
the fat old ladles, frocked In their
red, white and blue, carrying Wallace signs and American flags.

Their ranks were joined by the
greasy haired men In their late
20's, early 30's and a smattering
of children.
To the rear were the anti-Wallace forces. Numbering perhaps
35, most were the dirty, unshaved
type currently populating A-

merlcan campuses In some areas.
Sunglasses and sneers were the
order of the day for most.
The two factions looked quite
different--and their political views
of George Wallace reflected an
even deeper division between the
camps.

Pro-Wallace
The elderly woman, hearing aid
In place, asked how much the
"Stand Up For America" buttons
were. "A dollar," came the reply,
and she dutifully dug a bill from
within her purse, then traded the
man for the Wallace tag.
Why does she like George
Wallace?
"For so many years we've had
nothing but a liberal party under
two labels," she explained. "For
all this time we've had nowhere
to go. More money for poor people,
more money for welfare, letting
people get away with breaking laws
and all that.
"I think Wallace Is going to
change It," she said, pinning the
button to her coat.
Another woman, waving her flag
furiously at a plane landing that
turned out not to be Wallace's,
said she favored him for quite
simple reasons':
"He's the greatest American In
the world," she said flatly. "Everything about him Is American,
through and through. This Is what
we need to clean up this country.
He'll be a dynamic leader because

P°r Amerjf'

he's such a good, strong American."
A 15-year old boy from Liberty
(.enter carried a hand-lettered
"Yea Wallace" sign and said he
liked Wallace because "he's got
the answers."
"He'll get us out of the war,
don't worry," said the youth. "He
isn't saying how yet 'cause then
the other candidates would say the
same thing. But he'll get us out.
"Wallace can slop the rioting,
too. He'll draft rioters to get
rid of them. He'll give the niggers
what they want too. They like
him. They don't give him no trouble
In Alabama 'cause he gives them
what they want."
A machinist was for Wallace

primarily because the candiat«*s
stand on law and order.
"Wallace will give the police a
lot more authority," he said
"Right now they're handcuffed.
Kloting, looting, shooting. They
need to be a lot freer to do what
they can to stop crime and Wallace
Is the man to let them."
One middle-aged man dressed In
a dark suit explained to no one In
particular the "Wallace is the
only man around. Nixon and
Humphrey are the same guys with
different party names. George
Wallace Is the best man because
he offers a clear choice."
And that sums up the main arguments of the pro-Wallace people
at the airport.

Anti-Wallace
"Yeah, you might say I'm for
Wallace," nodded the 24-year old
ex-Navy man. "I think that as
long as we're going to destroy
ourselves, we might as well get
on with It.
"And Wallace Is just the man to
destroy America."
It serves as a capsule view of
George Wallace from those who
are not entirely enchanted at the
prospect of the Alabaman In ttie
White House. They feel Wallace
will do more harm--mostly by
dividing the country —than good
should he become president.
A 17-year old Sylvanla High student slowly shook Ids head as lie
viewed the Wallaceltes milling about. 'I really don't think the
people here understand what's
going on," he said. "Anyone who
would vote for a man who Is so

antl-llberty, anti-human and really
antl-Amerlcan Is beyond me.
"What's funny Is they call It
'courage'," he said without a
smile. "Stand Up For Fascism"
Is what those buttons should say."
Two youths stood apart from the
crowd, all wearing McCarthy buttons and they too were disturbed
over the recent gains made by
Wallace.
A girl, 17, simply said "Wallace Isn't good anywhere, especially In Toledo. There's enough
friction here between Negro and
white and all a man like Wallace
does Is Increase It. He makes
white people think Its okay to hate—
and to me that Is terrible."
With her, a male friend agreed
he was not for Wallace, but said
he wouldn't protest. "I'd never
march or picket," he said. "All
that does Is take away from the

cause--people don't like to see It,"
A 23-year old teacher, holding
a sign with crooked letters "Wallace Smokes Pot" said the whole
Wallace movement "Is sickening."
"All he (Wallace) does Is exploit the fears and worries of the
less educated people," figured the
man. "He's hit a sensitive nerve
In America today and all he does
Is deep applying pressure.
I
can definitely see a parallel between Wallace today and Hitler
30 years ago," he continued.
•'Both thlnx suppression Is the
answer to problems that arise,
both play on the "superior race"
myth and both find support among
the least educated.
Both are
surely anti-Intellectual."
One could almost Imagine the
rest of the anti-Wallace people
nodding in agreement.

"
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Council holds
literary forum

STUDENT COUNCIL NOTES
Two bills were passed at Student Council Thursday night.
The first sets a time limit of 14 days for Administration to
respond to legislation that Student Council passes.
The second Is a statement by Student Council urging the abandonment of parking meters In Lots #1 until proper alternative
parking facilities are provided tor commuters.
Students Interested In working with the Student Book Exchange
should call Action Line at ext. 3941 or 3942 today or tomorrow
a and leave their name.
Dorms who would like student speakers on various current
I topics should call Action Line anytime between 3-5 p.m. Monday
through Friday.
There will be a literary forum on the steps of Williams Hall
today at 4 p.m. and Dr. Eckman and Dr. Relchert will speak
along with students. At toe end of the forum anyone may speak.
The Freshman Photo Directory will be available on Tuesday
and Wednesday from 10 a.m. to B p.m. In the first floor Forum
of the Student Services Building.
Nick Llcate

SDS war protest set;
'silent vigil' proposed

i

A "silent vigil" type of demonstration scheduled for Sunday October 27, has been proposed by
the Students for a Democratic
Society, in protest of the Vietnam
war.
Unanimously approved by the
group, the proposal will be taken
to the administration so that a time
and place for the demonstration
can be set according to the new
Student Code.
Dr. William Relchert, advisor to
SDS, who suggested the Idea of
toe "silent vigil" demonstration
to members, calls himself a pacifist Quaker.
The professor In political science pointed out that this type of
protest would be much more effective In gaining addlonal student
support If all the members turned
out In force.
He argued that SDS cannot be a
tightly organized group because,
"as good anarchists you do not want
to belong to an organisation similar to a political group".
Jim Cllne, a sophomore in the
College of Liberal Arts, agreed
whole-heartedly with Dr. Relchert.
"This would have more Impact on

the Power Tower than thirty "crazies' ' running around trying to get
themselves killed." he said.
A proposed non-mllltant black
power movement working In conJunction wtlh the SDS and the setting
up of a "grass-roots" plan were
discussed at a r e c en t group meeting.
It was stressed throughout the
meeting that there Is a need for
making the purpose and goals of
the three-year-old Bowling Green
organization known to more students.
Disapproval of holding
open discussions In the dormitories was voiced because of Interference by hecklers and a "grassroots" plan was adopted In which
students can be contacted Individually at their dorms.

Dropping a class?

Union bookstore to move
The University Bookstore is
planning to move to the Student
Services Building during Thanksgiving recess.
"Things should be In full swing
after Christmas break," said Paul
D. Shepherd, manager of the University Bookstore.
"The move is mainly for expansion and we will have double
the apace of the present sales
floor," said Mr. Shepherd. "The
bookstore will occupy the bottom
floor of the Student Services
Building, Including the glass enclosed portion. This will be used
for such things as handing out
caps and gowns," added Mr. Shepherd.
"Another reason for the move
Is we feel the new location will
be more available to the greater

Counsel center
features films
The University Counseling Center will be showing a film series,
"Three Approaches to Psychotherapy", at Its open house on
Wednesday, October 9, beginning
at 7 p.m. in room 320 of the
Counseling Center which is located In the new Student Services
Building.
Faculty, staff members, and administrative personnel are Invited
to the evening's prof ram to further learn how to deal with students' problems.
The films reveal the varying approaches of three psychotherapists
in conducting therapy and counseling. A discussion period will follow the films and refreshments
will be served.

percentage of students. The campus Is growing in such a way
that the Student.Service Building
will be closer to the center of
campus," he said.
"Of course, this means that student traffic may change somewhat,
but now Instead of stopping at the
bookstore between classes, the
student will stop after visiting
the library or going back to the
dormitories," said Mr. Shepherd.
It Is not yet known what will
occupy the old bookstore space.
There have been many suggestions
such as a place for selling tickets, a student recreational area

or a faculty lounge.
"The Student Services Building
has been planned to benefit the
students, and the personnel of toe
new bookstore are co-operating
In every way possible to go along
with this," said Mr. Shepherd.
"We will have a few more employees along with the familiar
faces here now," be said. "The
books will be arranged by course
number and the crowded conditions of the old bookstore will be
eliminated," he said. "There will
be more paperback books available
and there will be more room for
browsing."

Take a trip to

VaqUal's Pizza
FREE DELIVERY
EVERY Wednesday Night

Spaghetti 99<
Served With Garlic Bread

from 5-9
1004 S. Main

353-1444

Hours: 4 pm - 2 am 7 days a week

Let's join forces.

The last day to drop a class
without receiving a grade of WF,
Is Friday, October 9, according
to Glenn I. Van Wormer, reglstrater.
First quarter freshmen will
have an additional 14 days to mull
It over before their deadline of
October 23.

Come To The

CHI OMEGA
Jam Session

Saturday, Oct. 12 at the
L

Chi 0 House

ATTENTION COLLEGE STUDENTTS

JOBS
UP TO $2.78 PER HOUR
RCA IN FINDLAY, OHIO
CURRENTLY HAS OPENINGS
ON ALL THREE
PROPORTION OPERATORS

Apply In Person RCA
Fostoria Road Findlay, Ohio

Apart we're not much. Nothing, in
fact.
Together we're a team. One of the
greatest. The Aerospace Team.
World's largest science and engineering organization...
Enroll in the Air Force ROTC Program on campus. You may qualify
for financial assistance and flight
instruction while you're in school.
In fact, let's get together and talk
over grants—they could pay for your
tuition, books, and give you $50.00
a month.
When you graduate, you'll be an
officer...you can combine doctor,
engineer, lawyer or B.A. degree with
an exciting Space-Age career.
You'll know exactly where you're
going.
Together, there's practically nothing we can't do.
Even fly.
U.S. AIR FORCE ROTC (A.U.)
BLDG. 500 (ARTOI)
Maxwell AFB, Alabama 36112
Interested in Flying D Yes D No
NAME:

AGE:
i . i *

- PRINT

COLLEGE:
MAJOR SUBJECTS:
CAREER INTERESTS:

Or Call 423-0321

HOME ADDRESS:
CITY:

RCA

STATE

ZIP

_ I
RCP-80

|
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Campus Calendar
SIGMA ALPHA ETA
Will meet In the Alumni Room
of the University Union tomorrow
between 3-5 p.m. All speech and
hearing therapy majors are urged
to come. Freshmen are particularly Invited.
ST. THOMAS MOORE
An Important Parish Council
meeting will be held tonight at
9:30 p.m. in the Upperclass Room
at the Parish Center. All Council
representatives are asked to attend.
ENGLISH 100
CONVERSATIONAL HOUR
Will be held at the International Center today between 3-4 p.m.
All foreign and American students
are welcomed.
YOUNG AMERICANS
FOR FREEDOM
Will meet tomorrow In room
415 Student Activities Building
at 7:30 p.m.

FALCONETTES AND
FALCONEERS
Will meet In the Ice Arena
Lounge tomorrow night at 7:30
p.m.
FRENCH CLUB
Will meet tomorrow at 7:00
p.m. In Room 102 Home Economics Building.
EPISCOPAL YOUTH GROUP
Will meet In the Wayne Room of
the University Union today between
3-5 p.m. Coffee hour for all students and faculty. Host: Father
Trauteweln.
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION
Will meet tonight at 7:00 p.m.
In the Ice Arena Lounge. This
meeting is only open to current
members. The alumni homecoming
committee will meet on Thursday
at 4:00 p.m. In the Pink Dogwood
Suite in the University Union.

Gamma Phi's
ARE
Pint

Come in and see our complete line
of Fraternity — Sorority Jewelry.

LOVIN'
THEIR

IN STOCK

NEW

ACTIVES!
Why would Bic torment
this dazzling beauty?
Why?
To introduce
the most elegant
pen on
campus.

WBGU
Will broadcast announcements of
any campus organization. Announcements should be typed and
mailed or brought to the station in
Room 413 South Hall.
BGSU FLYING CLUB
Will meet tomorrow in the
Perry-Crogan Room of the University Union at 6:30 p.m.

PRESS CLUB
Will meet'tonight in the Alumni
Room of the University Union at
7:30 p.m. Coffee and doughnuts
will be served.

from the Associated Press'

France condemns Soviets
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. - France asserted todaythere can be no
East-West detente as long as Soviet troops remain in Czechoslovakia.
In a sharp condemnation of the Soviet Union, French Foreign Minister Michel Debre told the 125-natlon General Assembly the Soviet
military intervention In Czechoslovakia last August "marked another
dark day on postwar history."

Protestors march
BALTIMORE,
Supporters of nine war protesters charged with
burning draft recored marched three miles through Baltimore yesterday carrying signs and shouting to protest the trial of the defendants.
Spectators Jeered the 1,500 marchers but there was no violence.
At the outset of the trial, federal prosecuters dropped the conspiracy charge against the nine Catholic pacifists, two of them priests.

Students protest lunch period
YOUNGSTOWN, About 40 pupils at Woodrow Wilson High School
in Youngstown walked out of classes yesterday In protest against
a new ruling forbidding them to leave the school grounds during
lunch period.
School officials said some of the demonstrators later returned to
classes and about eight were questioned by police.
The Majority of the school's 1,700 pupils remained in their classes,
officials added.

The Campaign

m

or

Buttons for National
Social Collegiate Sororities and Fratorni-

UNIVERSITY SKATING CLUB
Will meet
tomorrow In the
Ice Arena Lounge at 7:30 p.m.
UNITED CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Will hold Its weekly worship
service tonight at 6:15 p.m. at
Prout Chapel.
SAILING CLUB
Will meet in Room 117 Hayes
at 7:00 p.m. tonight

COMMUTER ORGANIZATION
Will meet today at the Com muter
Center between 3-4 p.m.

The

Monogram

HOMECOMING RESERVATIONS
Are being taken for Homecoming
Weekend dinner In the Pheasant
Room of the Student Union on Saturday, Oct. 19. The Carnation
Room will also accept reservations
for Sunday. October 20. Call ext.
2226 for early reservations in
both rooms.

Expensive new
Bic* Clic* for
big spenders

49<

Art show on
A display of Spanish Painting can be seen in the Promenade Lounge of the Union until October 18. The paintings
are representative of the
beauty, vitality and versatility
in contemporary Spanish
Painting. Included are works
I by Chllllda, Ferrer as, Sem:•;■ pere, Tharrats, Ublna and others.

■■■
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Also Included in the display cases are various Span- |
ish artifacts contributed by I
Dr. Flysofthe Spanish Department.

Democratic presidential nominee HUBERT H. HUMPHREY delighted
a crowd, estimated by police at 10,000, In Erie Pa. Monday, with a
series on his Republican rival, Richard M. Nixon. Humphrey charged
that Nixon "says one thing In the North and another thing in the South"
and said the GOP nominee is more Interested In crowds, confetti
and ticker tape than In ideas and programs.
Republican presidential nominee RICHARD M. NIXON said If the
Vietnam peace negotiations do not progress by Nov. 5 and he becomes
president he will seek a settlement of both honor and generosity,
offering even to help Communist North Vietnam rebuild her bombshattered economy If interference in the South is ended.
Backers of presidential candidate GEORGE C. WALLACE are still
uigry with Mayor William Ensign.
In a letter to city council, the former Alabama governor's Lucas
County campaign committee referred to Ensign as a "temporary
mayor" and "one of the really small people." The Wallace group
Is miffed at Ensign because he refused to present the third party
candidate a key to the city during a campaign stop there last week.

classifieds
DEADLINES: 5 p.m. Friday
for Tuesday, 5 p.m. Monday for
Wednesday, 5 p.m. Tuesday for
Thursday, 5 p.m. Wednesday
for Friday. COST: 40 cents
per line. 2 line minimum.
FOR SALE

Sunbeam Tiger V-8 Motor Cycle,
leathers, CCM skates (11 1/2).
352-5343.

or best offer. 354-4734.
FOR SALE:
'62 T.B. CONV.
Excellent Cond. Call 352-7085.
650 CC Triumph M.C. $525. Ext.
3904 after 4.
1967 Corvet S.C. low mileage.
Ext. 3904 after 4.

WANTED: Apt. for 2nd and 3rd
qtrs. If available, call Pator Sue
In 243, Ext. 3126.
LOST AND FOUND
FOUND Sept. 28 2nd block of Ridge
St. girls raincoat small size. 3523273.
LOST girls glasses. Call Sherry
217 Dunbar.
BUSINESS AND PERSONAL

FOR RENT

Needs good home:
1966 4-spd.
GTO.
Make offer. Call B.G.
Airport, ext. 2554.

WANTED: Apt. for two or three
men for 2nd and 3rd quarters.
Call ext. 2589.

Economy Speclall

1 parking space 1 block from Ad-

'59 Anglla $60

ministration Building. Phone 3543433.

"Dearest Neanderthal: Now you
know how I love you. Suzzie.
What are the tweedy ones good for? |
Ron Johnson has gerblls.
Girls, watch your wallets whenl
MIKE CLARK '70 is around!

|jrV^AUTO RACING
WEEK
THRIILS, ACTION INDY "500" FILMS

State Highway Patrol
? a/c CL'C
.':■:■

■"•••'"
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Only Bic would dare to torment o beauty like this. Not the girl...
the pen she's holding. Its the new luxury model Bic Clic...designed
for scholarship athletes, lucky card players and other rich campus
socialites who can afford the expensive 49-cent price.
But don't let those delicate good looks fool you. Despite horrible punishment by mad scientists, the elegant Bic Clic still wrote
first time, every time.
Everything you want in a fine pen, you'll find in the new Bic
Clic. It's retractable. Refiliable. Comes In 8 barrel colors. And like
all Bic pens, writes first time, every time...no matter what devilish
abuse sadistic students devise for it.
Wottrman-Bic fan Corporolion. Milford. Connect,cut 06460

Gordon Johncock - U.S.A.C.
All-Campus GYM KHANA
Oct. 13
1:30-5:00 Trophies, Prizes

Sponsored by Anderson-the
ONLY Residence Hall on Campus

Record Oldies: 15,000 In stock.I
Send 25? for 2000 listed catalog.]
Mall orders filled Immediately. I
Record Center, 1895 West 25th,
Cleveland, Ohio 44113.
Typist Needed. Must be eligible]
for work-study. For Info, call]
Mrs. Campbell, 353-2944.
WANTED: Hard rock drummer and I
organist Call John 231 at 4306 |
after 6:00.
BIG Sue: Remember how simple I
life used to be. Your Lucky Little |
Judy.
Congrats. Phyllis and Alex on|
your Slg Ep Pinning!
Shoe Shining done in my room]
$.25. First Shine Free! 9 a.m.- |
11 a.m.—5 p.m.-ll p.m. See|
Harold Edwards 343 Conklln.
Anne Bancroft: Don't you EVE I
let it happen again.
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Marketing at IBM

"Working with
company presidents
is part of the job!'

■;•:■

"I'm pretty much the IBM Corporation in
the eyes of my customers," says Andy Moran.
"That kind ot responsibility's not bad for an
engineer just two years out of school."
Andy earned his B.S.E.E. in 1966. Today,
he's a Marketing Representative with IBM,
involved in the planning, selling and installation of data processing systems.
Plenty of business experience
"Engineering was my first love," Andy says,
"but I still wanted good business experience."
So far, he's worked with customers involved
in many different computer applications,
from engineering to business. His contacts
go from data processing managers all the
way up to the president of his largest account.
"At first I was a little nervous about working
at that level," says Andy. "But then you realize
you're trained to know what he's trying to

learn. That gives you confidence. You're
helping him solve his problem."
With his working partner, the data processing Systems Engineer, Andy has helped
many customers solve their information
handling problems. "I get a broad overview
of business because I run into every kind of
problem going. Sometimes I know the solutions from experience. Other times I need
help from my manager.
"That's one of the best things. My manager
is more of a backup than a boss. He's there
when I need him. Usually. I pretty much call
my own shots."
Andy's experience isn't unusual at IBM.
There are many Marketing and Sales Representatives who could tell you of similar
experiences. And they have many kinds of
academic backgrounds: business, engineering, liberal arts, science.

They not only sell data processing equipment
as Andy does, but also IBM office products
and information records systems. Many of
the more technically inclined are data
processing Systems Engineers.

;•:•:•

Check with your placement office
If you're interested in the opportunities for
engineers and scientists at IBM, ask your placement office for more information.
Or send a resume or letter to Irv Pfeiffer,
IBM Corp., Dept. C, 100 So. Wacker Dr.,
Chicago, III. 60606. We'd like to hear from
you even if you're headed for graduate
school or military service.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

IBM
'.-'.'.'
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Falcons rally for win as
defense stymies Broncos
By GARY DAVIS
Sports Editor
It was sort of a comady of
errors, six fumbles and four Interceptions.
But to the 22 players on the
field at any one time, it wasn't
funny. Two very serious football teams both fighting for a
position In the conference flag
race battled fiercely for 60 minutes, the Falcons emerging 17-10

i

w

READY TARGET -- P. J. Nyitray took this week to hit
Eddie Jones with seven
passes. (Photo by Greg Doniels)

winners.
Although the Falcons coughed up
the football six times In critical
situations, the defense proved
rentless In stopping the Broncos.
The Falcon offense was not Ineffective though, racking up 343
yards against a defense that proved
at times almost as Immobile as
the Falcons' eleven.
Although
falling short on repeated occasions because of the mlscues, the
Falcons were able to move the
football with a blended combination of rushing and of passing.
The Broncos, tops In the conference In pass defense, were
ripped for 163 yards as P. J.
Nyltray connected on 14 of 30
tosses.
Hardly glittering percentage wise, but the senior caller was striking on longer strikes
than In the Falcons' previous two
encounters.
An Injury-slowed Fred Mathews
reeled off 142 yards on the ground
while Chuck Radlch chalked up 32.
Nyltray with few exceptions received fine protection on his aerial
endeavors, being reached only once
by the Broncos. TheFalconsdldn't
move easily against Western with
the Bronco defense stopping many
of the yard gainers that worked
against the Flyers.
A fumble at the Western 17,
another at the Bronco 29, and
still another at the hosts 21, kept
them out of trouble and the Falcons off the scoreboard. Fumbles
not charged to a faulty offense, but
to bone jarring tackling. Similar
tackling by the Falcons' defense
forced the Broncos to lose the
ball at their own 22 and 39 on two
series.
The Falcons' defense
proved generous only to their
own offense in setting good field
positions.
Not only did the defense record
the two fumbles, It grabbed off
stray passes at Western's 23 and
17, the latter by Bill Demlng was

Boosters blanked by OWU,
prep for Akron encounter
A two game winning streak came
to an abrupt halt for the soccer
team over the weekend, as Ohio
Wesley an smashed the Falcon
looters 5-0.
It was the third straight shutout for the Bishops who are now
3-0 on the season, while the Falcons rest 2-1 following their first
loss. **We were never really In
the game,"saidhead coach Mickey
Cochrane.
The Falcons who were beaten
by a solid Wesleyan team, have
the unvlable position of playing the
Akron Zips In their next encounter
this afternoon.
Mickey Cochrane Is not looking
forward to the match unless his
booters put forth a more sustained
effort than at Ohio Wesleyan. "We
made It easy for them," said
Cochrane, "all we did was kick
and run."
The Bishops unloaded 24 shots
on the Falcon goal while BG could
get off a mere eight.
"They had probably their best
team ever," added Cochrane, "but
we were flat and didn't play near
our abilities."
wesleyan led only 1-0 at the
half, but poured through two more
goals within a three minute span
In the third quarter and two more
within a four minute span In he
fourth quarter.
BOOTERS TO FACE ZIPS
The Falcons will Invade Akron
this afternoon for a clash with the
OCSA's top finisher last season.
The Zips finished the OCSA
season with a 7-0 ledger and
stretched their win streak to 14
games. Overall the Zips went 123 last season
Akron outscored their tors 21-11
In OCSA competition, and were
even more Impressive In overall competition with a 47-25 output.
Akron Is 4-0 on the season,
toppling their strongest OCSA foe
Wooster 3-2 over the weekend.

for the winning touchdown.
They also managed to hold after
fumbles at the BG 38, and Interceptions at the 37 and 44 yard
lines.
The squads traded early field
goals before the Broncos managed
to catch the still unsettled Falcon
secondary for a touchdown and a
10-3 lead at the half. Rick Perrln
left the game In the Initial half,
and the Falcons were forced to
fill the second opening In two
weeks in the secondary.
The second half belonged to the
Falcons.
The defense made the adjustments to half Steve Bordeaux's
aerial attack (7 of 12 In the first
half), It came in the form of a
brutal line rush. The sophomore
quarterback from WMU managed
only four of 13 In the second half
and his total offense was limited
to 16 vards and three first downs.
The Broncos earned 20 on the
ground and a net minus four on
passing.
The Falcons engineered an 80yard drive late In the third quarter
that took 10 plays, and saw the
first score by Honester Davidson
called back for Illegal motion. Later on fourth and goal from the six,
the Broncos were called for pass
Interference and Mathews carried
for the score on the next play. A
25 yard pass to Eddie Jones and a
41 yard carry by Mathews were big
gainers In the drive.
This gam^ set the pattern for the
rest of the MAC season. The Falcons should continue to be devastating on the defense against the
rush, forcing the oppostlon to take
to the air lanes as the Broncos did
In the second half. It makes the
defense's Job easier when It knows
what the other team has to do.
So It was, as the Falcons Increased pressure on Bordeaux and
dumped him for losses five times
and causing an Interception.
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HERE THEY COME AGAIN - Bronco quarterback Steve Bondeaux eyes the onrushing George Gregory (41). Bordeaux was
forced to throw early often in the second half under a tremendous
BG line rush. (Photo by Greg Daniels)
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Poster
from any photo

To date the Zips have limiting their foes to under 10 shots
a game.
"They'll have great depth and
talent, and if we're to stay on
the field with them we have to be
high." said Cochrane.
"They Just might have their
best team ever," said Cochrane.
They got a captain and five lettermen who are not even starting this season."

Harriers split
for third win
By DENNY WHITE
Assistant Sports Editor
Bowling Green's Varsity cross
country squad bowed to Ball State
Saturday, 25-30, despite Sid Sink's
second successive record-breaking performance.
Sink, the Falcons' sensational
sophomore, broke the Muncle, Indiana course record and the Bowling Green five-mile record with
his first place time of 24:49.
In doing so, he also upset the
Cardinals' outstanding runner,
Dave Kerr. a senior from Canada,
who was "very shook up" about
being number two according to
Falcon coach Mel Brodt.
Kerr was probably the "only"
unhappy Card because his teammates Max Blank, Gary Hall, and
Steve Kearney swept the next three
places following third place finisher Paul Talkington of B-G, Insuring Ball State's third straight
win In three years over the Falcons.
Nate Pantllat, a senior letterman from Tel-Aviv, Israel ran
his best race so far with an eighth
place finish, but the 11th and 12th
place showing by Harry Ausderan
and Cliff Kotnlk was not good enough to defeat the bunched up
Cards.
Valparaiso also competed and
B-G beat them, 20-37 making their
duel meet record 3-2.

2ft.x3ft.
only $f.95
'Send any black (k white or color
photo (no negative*) and the name
" S wingl ine"c. ut out from any Swingline
package (or reasonable facsimile) to:
POSTER-MART, P.O. Box 16S,
Woodside, N.Y. 11377. Enclose $1.95
cash, check, or money order (no
C.O.D.'s). Add sales tax where applicable.
Poster rolled and mailed (postpaid) in sturdy tube. Original material returned undamaged. Satisfaction
guaranteed.
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Swingline
Tot Stapler
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(including 1000 staples)
Larger size CUB Desk
Stapler only $!.••)
Unconditionally guaranteed.
At any stationery, variety, or book store.
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Playtex invents the first-day tampon"*
(We took the inside out
to show you how different it is.)
Outside: it's softer and silky (not cardboardy).
Inside: it's so extra absorbent.. .it even protects on
your first day. Your worst day!
In every lab test against the old cardboardy kind...
the Playtex tampon was always more absorbent.
Actually 45 % more absorbent on the average
than the leading regular tampon.
Because it's different. Actually adjusts to you.
It flowers out. Fluffs out. Designed to protect every
inside inch of you. So the chance of a mishap
is almost zero!
-«,
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Why live in the past? ™* pl3ytCX

tampons

